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INTRODUCTION

Despite 60 years of intensive research on mechanisms of sulfur mustard (HD)
injury, the ultrastructural pathology of HD-induced toxicity has only recently been
investigated. The first subcellular study was published in our report on the
ultrastructure of the pathogenesis of blister formation following exposure to sulfur
mustard of human-skin grafted to congenitally athymic nude mice.' This
ultrastructural analysis allowed us to effect several objectives: 1) to further
delineate the histopathology which had been noted earlier at light microscopy
levels, 2) to identify possible mustard-induced morphological changes which may
occur during the latent asymptomatic phase, and 3) to promote our understanding
of the temporal features of mustard pathology with the expectation that
prophylactic and therapeutic strategies might be morphologically predictable. Now,
we are able to describe and compare the fine structural pathology of HD-induced
toxicity of human lymphocytes in vitro , human keratinocytes in culture and a
hairless guinea pig model,' and to correlate these ultrastructural pathologies with
those associated with the HD-induced lesion already reported for the human-skin
grafted to congenitally athymic nude mouse model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We used standardized ultrastructural technology to study by transmission and
scanning electron microscopy the subcellular effects of HD in human lymphocytes
in vitro, human keratinocytes in culture, and the hairless guinea pig. While
doses of mustard differed according to the dictates of individual protocols (human
lymphocytes, lx103 molar HD for 24 hours; human keratinocytes 6x10" molar HD
for 24 hours; hairless guinea pig, 2.0 ul HD for 30 minutes), all specimens were
gathered 24 hours following exposure and were processed as follows. Control and
HD-exposed human lymphocytes and human keratinocytes were rinsed in their
respective suspension media followed then by three 10-minute washes in O.1M
sodium cacodylate, at pH 7.34, 190 mOsm, and centrifuged for 10 minutes at
250xG at 200C. The resulting cell pellet was fixed for one hour in cacodylate-
buffered combined aldehyde fixative of 1.6% formaldehyde and 2.5%
giutaraldehyde. Selected skin samples of the hairless guinea pig were fixed in
buffered 4% formaldehyde and 1% glutaraldehyde for 48 hours. Cells and skin
samples were post fixed in buffered 1% osmium tetroxide for one hour, dehydrated
in graded ethanols and embedded in epoxy resin. Semithin sections, 1 micron
thick, were differentiated with Humphrey's stain,' and observed by light microscopy.
Ultrathin sections, 100nm thick, were counterstained with uranyl acetate and lead
citrate for analysis by transmission electron microscopy (JEOL, 1200EX).
Remaining samples, not embedded, were critical-point dried, sputter coated with
gold palladium and examined by scanning electron microscopy (AMRAY, 1200B).



RESULTS

In the hairless guinea pig model the cellular and subcellular effects on basal
cells of the stratum germinativum and the generation of the microblister at the
dermal-epidermal junction were the same as that reported for the human-skin
grafted model (Fig. 1). Boundaries of the microblister, components of the roof and
floor of the blister cavity, and the apparent disabling of anchoring filaments of
hemidesmosomes in the formation of the microblister were also similar (Fig. 2).
Skin basal cell degenerative changes, signalled by nuclear condensations, blebbing
of the nuclear envelope and defects of the plasmalemma at the perimeter of the
microblister progressed to paranuclear cytoplasmic vacuolations, loss of cellular
organelles, lipid inclusions, increased lysosomal activity, and complete cellular
necrosis at the center of the microblister (Fig. 3).

In the case of human lymphocytes and human keratinocytes the HD-induced
pathology was identical to that of the basal cell of the skin model (Figs. 4,5). An
obvious feature of isolated cell toxicity was loss of microvilli and disruptions of the
plasmalemma. These were especially evident upon scanning microscopic study
(Figs. 6,7). Nuclear chromatin condensations, blebbing of the nuclear envelope,
interruptions of the plasmalemma, progressive cytoplasmic vacuolation, loss of
cellular organelles, increased lysosomal activity and necrosis were, again, persistent
and successive ultrastructural features of the cascading cellular pathology of HD-
induced toxicity (Figs. 8,9).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study would suggest that the ultrastructural temporal
features of HD-induced toxicity are similar and persistent within the human-skin
graft model, the hairless guinea pig model, human lymphocytes in vitr and human
keratinocytes in culture. In the skin studies, development of apparent initial
nuclear pathology of basal cells of the stratum germinativum was followed by
progressive cytoplasmic changes leading to eventual death of affected cells.
Interruptions of the anchoring filaments of basal cell hemidesmosomes at the
dermal-epidermal junction were a persistent feature of the pathogenesis of
microblister formation. In the case of the human lymphocyte and human
keratinocyte, although sequential events could not be established in this single time
study, the apparent developing ultrastructural pathology, beginning with nuclear
changes and subsequent cytoplasmic alterations appears identical to that of the
basal cell.

It is not possible to conclude whether the ultrastructural changes observed in
this study are specific for HD. Basal cell responses to other toxins, such as
proteases and endogenous toxins' indicate that the basal cell may respond
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stereotypically to a variety of insults. Although this non-specific response may
secondarily initiate the loss of integrity of anchoring filaments of the dermal-
epidermal junction, it has been suggested that a protease, specific for anchoring
filaments, may be released as a result of the biochemical changes associated with
skin-mustard toxicity.1 In any event, it points to the vulnerability of the basal cell,
as well as the dermal-epidermal junction of the skin as a site of primary lesion in
skin pathologies.

Responses of the isolated human lymphocyte and human keratinocyte to
similar toxins have not been firmly established. However, this present study would
indicate that the response of these isolated cells to HD and other toxins would be
expected to be similar to that of the basal cell.

Additional model systems useful for HD-toxicity study should be subjected to
similar ultrastructural investigations with the anticipation that persistent subcellular
features of HD-induced toxicity may prove useful in predicting and measuring
prophylactic and therapeutic strategies.
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Figure 1. Semithin epoxy sections of the dermal-epidermal junction of hairless
guinea pig skin. A. Non-blistered skin; epidermis (Epi), dermis (D), keratin (K),

hair follicle (Hf). B. Microblister (Mb) cavity infiltrated with polymorphonuclear
leukocytes (Pmn) and cellular debris. The basal lamina (BI) forms the floor of the
cavity with the roof formed by basal cells (Bc) of the epidermis. 330X.
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Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy of the dermal-epidermal junction of hairless
guinea pig skin. AB. Non-blistered skin; epidermis (Epi), dermis (D), keratin (K),
hair follicle (Hf), basal lamina (BI). C,D. Microblistered skin. Microblister cavity
(Mb) is bordered by cells of the epidermis at the roof and the basal lamina at the
floor.
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Figure 3. Transmission electron microscopy of hairless guinea pig skin. A. Dermal-
epidermal junction of intact non-exposed skin. Basal cell (Bc), basal lamina (BI),
hemidesmosomes (Hd), nucleus of basal cell (N), dermis (D), lamina lucida (I),
epidermis (Epi). B,C. Dermal-epidermal junction at the periphery of a
microblister of HD-exposed skin demonstrating effects on basal cells and the
disabling of anchoring filaments at the lamina lucida. Perinuclear bleb (Pb),
nuclear condensation. (Nc), cytoplasmic vacuoles (V), anchoring filaments (A),
hemidesmosomes (Hd). D. Center of the microblister cavity showing invading
neutrophils (Ne) and cellular debris (arrows).
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lymphocytes. Ultrastructural changes include condensation of nuclear chromatin,
paranuclear vacuolation and necrosis. Viability of this sample was 30%.
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Figure 5. Semithin epoxy sections of human keratinocytes. A. Control sample.
Cells are mitotically active and demonstrate a viability of 87%. B. HD-exposed
human keratinocytes show typical HD-induced changes as described for
lymphocytes. Viability of this group was 47%.
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Figure 6. Scanning electron microscopy of human lymphocytes. A. Control
lymphocytes showing typical surface features, including abundant microvilli and
uninterrupted plasma membrane. B,C. HD-exposed lymphocytes have lost
microvilli, are fragmented and present many perforations of the plasma
membrane. D. Higher magnification of an isolated cell showing perforations of the
plasma membrane.
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Figure 7. Scanning electron microscopy of human keratinocytes. AB. Control
keratino~cytes showing typical surface features, including abundant microvilli and
uninterrupted plasma mermbrane. C. Survey picture of keratinocytes exposed to
HID. Cells have lost microvilli, and demonstrate blebbing and irregularities of the
plasni membrane. D. Higher magnification of HID-exposed keratinocytes showing
to) advantage hlebbing and perforations o~f the plasma membrane and loss of
microvilli.
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Figure 8. Transmission electron microscopy of human lymphocytes. A.
Representative cell of the control group showing typical fine structural features of a
medium-sized lymphocyte; nucleus (N), nuclear membrane (Nm), mitochondria (M),
plasma membrane (Pm), ribosomes (R), microvilli (Mv). B,C. Lymphocytes
exposed to HD displaying subcellular changes including condensation of nuclear
chromatin, blebbing -of the nuclear membrane (Pb), progressive cytoplasmic
vacuolations (V), increased lysosomal activity (Ly), blebbing of the plasma
membrane (Cb), and perforations of the plasmalemma (arrows).
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Figure 9. Transmission electron microscopy of human keratinocytes. A.
Representative cell of the control group with ultrastructural features typical of a
keratinocyte in culture; nucleus (N), nucleolus (Nu), nuclear membrane (Nm),
mitochondria (M), lysosome (Ly), endocytotic vacuoles (V), tonofibrils (T),
microvilli (Mv). B,C. Keratinocytes exposed to HD showing similar subcellular
changes as seen in the exposed lymphocyte to include loss of microvilli, nuclear
condensations, progressive cytoplasmic vacuolations, blebbing of the nuclear
membrane (Pb), loss of tonofibrils, perforations of the plasmalemma (arrows),
increased lysosomal (Ly) activity and lipid (L) deposition.
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